Another approach toward over 100,000-fold sensitivity increase in capillary electrophoresis: electrokinetic supercharging with optimized sample injection.
Electrokinetic supercharging (EKS) is a powerful and practical method for multifold in-line concentration of various analytes prior to capillary electrophoresis (CE) analysis. However, a problem of insufficient sensitivity has always existed when trace analyte quantification by EKS-CE is a target, especially when coupled with conventional detectors. Normally this requires a greatly increased amount of analyte injected without separation degradation. In this contribution, we have shown that it is possible to substantially improve analyte loading and hence CE method detectability by modifying sample introduction configuration. The volume of sample vial was increased (from typical 500 μL to 17 mL), the common wire electrode was replaced by a ring electrode, and the sample solution was stirred. With these alterations, more analyte ions are accumulated within the effective electric field during electrokinetic injection and then maintained as focused zones due to transient isotachophoresis. The versatility of the customized EKS-CE approach for sample concentration was demonstrated for a mixture of seven rare-earth metal ions with an enrichment factor of 500 000 giving detection limits at or below 1 ng/L. These detection limits are over 100 000 times better than can be achieved by normal hydrodynamic injection, 1000 times better than the sensitivity thresholds of inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES), and even close to those of inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS).